
Module 1, Session 3: Draft Your Book

What to Expect in Module 1, Session 3
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Book Organization 

The “Frontmatter”

Frontmatter or Front Matter is everything in “front” of the first chapter in your book. 
This would include:

๏ “Praise for…” (endorsement/testimonial) pages are usually the very first thing in the 
book though sometimes they come before the Table of Contents after the Title 
Page. This is rare.

๏ Half-Title page (just the title of the book and nothing else). These usually do not 
occur in Kindle versions unless the Kindle version is created from a print version 
file. All of my books that are print and Kindle have a Half-Title page. If they are only 
Kindle, they usually don’t. Some people say this page is not needed but traditional 
publishers put it in, and if you leave it out, you can look “self-published.” That is not 
something I want. It is also there for a couple of practical purposes… when you do 
book signings in your print book, this is where you have room to write a note and 
personalize the message. Also, when you pick up a book and flip through it, the 
first couple of pages flip by so fast you don’t really see them. Sometimes, you can 
go right past the title page and on to Chapter 1. So, for practicality of giving some 
bulk to the front in the hope that when opening the book quickly it lands on the 
introduction or TOC, the Half-Title page is useful.

๏ Full-Title page matches the cover and includes the publishing company logo. You 
don’t have to use a logo but it looks more professional to have it. At a minimum, 
you need to have a publishing company name. 

๏ Copyright page is on the back side of the Full-Title page

๏ Dedication page is optional and always follows the Copyright page.

๏ Acknowledgements can be either here or in the Backmatter instead. If you have a 
long list of acknowledgements like a list of all your Kickstarter supporters, that is 
too much to put in the front. In that case, move Acknowledgments to the 
Backmatter.

๏ Foreword/Preface (non-fiction) or Prologue (fiction). Take note, it is spelled F-o-r-e-
w-o-r-d not “forward” and means “before the word.” If you mis-spell this, there are 
those who are going to notice and know right away you self-published or didn’t use 
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a qualified editor and may not read any further. A Foreword is not written by the 
author. A Preface may or may not be written by the author. A Prologue in fiction is 
almost always written by the author.

๏ Table of Contents is optional for some fiction and for children’s books. A fiction 
book rarely has a TOC because these are thought to be the type of books one 
reads from beginning to end without stopping. Tables of Contents are almost 
always found in non-fiction books. Non-fiction kids’ books might have a TOC, but 
not always.

๏ Introduction is found in non-fiction only. A Prologue could take the place of an 
Introduction in a fiction book. NOTE: If you don’t put the introduction after the TOC 
in a Kindle book, it will never be seen.

The “Body” of Your Book

๏ Chapters with illustrations if using

๏ Checklist summaries/Discussion questions at the end of chapters are a great 
value-add for readers, but they are used in non-fiction only

๏ Journal pages in journals (only)

๏ Coloring pages in coloring books/coloring journals/activity books (only)

๏ Worksheet pages if you are combining a non-fiction book with a course or creating 
a workbook with a book

๏ The story (fiction, kids’ books, shorts, novellas, poetry, etc.)

The “Backmatter” of Your Book

Backmatter or Back Matter is everything after the body. It can include:

๏ Epilogue for fiction. This is a wrap-up of the book and should go right after the last 
chapter in the book. I haven’t seen this often in a series unless it is the last book in 
the series and they are wrapping up where the characters are heading next, etc. In 
most cases, if you are writing a series, you won’t put an Epilogue at the end of 
books in the series. 

๏ Appendices are mostly used in non-fiction but in some fiction, for example if you 
are creating an entire world, these can be very helpful as an easy reference for 
readers.
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๏ Glossary (an alphabetical list of terms or words found in or relating to your book 
with explanations) is also used primarily in non-fiction but can be very useful in 
some fiction, especially in science fiction.

๏ References for other books you referenced in your text, websites you talked about, 
etc. These can be broken up by chapter.

๏ Checklists in non-fiction books if you have them and have too many to include after 
each chapter.

๏ Action step lists are another nice value-add tool to include in a non-fiction book.

๏ Guides (e.g. measurement, equipment recommendations, etc.) in non-fiction. 
These are most often found in cookbooks but you may find you need them for a 
different kind of non-fiction book.

๏ Your personal resources: anything you mention in the chapters of your non-fiction 
books about the resources you use personally.

๏ Bibliography is optional. It is no longer necessary for the average non-fiction book 
even if you quote other people’s work in your book unless you are writing/
publishing your Doctoral Dissertation or academic research. You will generally be 
attributing the quotes as you go along.

๏ Index is very helpful for non-fiction reference books. Keep in mind these are a real 
pain to format for Kindle. There is no way to do them with software and they need 
to be hand-coded by a programmer. I say forget it. If people want to read a Kindle 
and not use a print book, then they do it without an Index.

๏ “About the Author” page. You are a celebrity to readers. They want to know about 
you and your personal life; and for non-fiction, they want to know your credentials.

๏ “Other Books By” page is an essential page listing other related content either by 
the same author or by the same publisher. This can be as simple as a page of little 
thumbnail images of the books and a “Collect Them All” heading, or it can be a 
listing with a summary blurb and ISBN about each book and information about 
where the reader can purchase it. TIP: Get a domain name to point to your Author 
Central page on Amazon and use this domain as the location where a reader can 
find the other books.

๏ Ads for other products, services, trainings, etc. This is a gray area because 
Amazon’s Kindle Terms of Service states you are not supposed to advertise other 
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things in your Kindle books; but every print book by a traditional publisher 
advertises something in the back. Every single one. Usually, it is a teaser for the 
next book in the series if fiction or ads for other services by the author. If Amazon 
really enforced this rule, they would have to eliminate over 50% of all the books on 
Kindle. What Amazon means is they don’t want the whole book being an 
advertisement. You can refer to resources that will help your readers further, but 
they don’t want your book to be an advertising vehicle.

๏ Ads for future/other series books, aka “Book Teasers.” All ads should be the last 
thing in a book.

You do not have to have every one of these things in your book, obviously. This listing 
is everything that could go in your book but they don’t all have to be there. Except 
where stated there isn’ t a particular order in which these things need to appear in 
their designated sections.

Writing Software 

There are various software apps for organizing and writing your books including:

๏ Microsoft Word (PC and Mac)

๏ Apple Pages (Mac only)

๏ Scrivener (PC and Mac) which imports from and exports to MS Word

Most editors do not own Scrivener so they are not going to work inside it. You would 
have to export to Word to work with an editor. 

Let’s take a look at the pros and cons of working with each of these software options:

Microsoft Word

Pros: 
➡ Inexpensive (Office Suite is $10 per month)
➡ Easily Available
➡ Relatively easy to use aside from a few quirks
➡ Good for short books (under 10,000 words). You can do longer books with it, but 

it is too difficult to scroll around and try to open different chapters when your 
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books get longer. If you are writing non-fiction, you are probably referencing a 
lot and this gets difficult with Word, especially if you don’t have two monitors 
where you can keep one screen with the book open while working on a new 
chapter.

➡ Available in iPad or Android app.
Cons:

➡ Annoying formatting. You can do your book in Word, but you will pull your hair 
out trying to format it. 

➡ Longer books get lost and that puts your focus at risk.
➡ You have to have separate chapters. Each chapter really needs to be its own 

document. So, to reference, you are going to have multiple documents open at 
the same time.

➡ You will be limited in what printers you use if you use MS Word. PDFs created 
from Word for print don’t meet some printer standards. It works with 
CreateSpace but not all other printers.

Apple Pages

Pros:

➡ Inexpensive (low one time fee from Apple store with free upgrades)

➡ Compatible with Word so you import Word documents into it and put into one of 
the Pages templates

➡ Really pretty templates. If writing a short book, you can write in Word, but import 
into Pages to make it look good 

➡ Formatting works better than Word and keeps the format the way you set it 
without changing it on you at random

➡ Good for short books (under 10,000 words) but scrolling to find things or 
separating out the chapters is a pain like in Word.

➡ Available in an iPad app so you can work on your book on the go.

Cons:

➡ Mac only. If you don’t have a Mac, you can’t use it.

➡ Longer books get lost 
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➡ You need to create separate chapters 

➡ Can be difficult to navigate in the newest updated versions if you aren’t 
comfortable having everything in icons rather than text

Scrivener

Pros:

➡ Great for longer projects. Easy to move around to different chapters; easy to 
reference things and add in reference materials; easy to add in materials like 
pictures, etc. you want to save, create a virtual project binder, etc.

➡ Super sophisticated with fantastic capabilities 

➡ Import from and Export to Word

➡ Easily create beautifully-formatted Kindle files. 

➡ Ability to include files, reference material and much more all in one place

Cons:

➡ It can be overwhelming, very overwhelming. There are so many different options 
that when you first open it, you may find it really intimidates you. There is a free 
trial so check it out and see if it works for you. There is also good training available 
online for Scrivener.

➡ You may think it is pricey compared to Word and Pages but for what it can do, it is 
quite reasonable. Consider it is excellent for doing your blog posts, keeping ideas 
for blog posts, etc., moving things around and keeping track of them, and it 
becomes even more reasonable. The time it can save you really makes the price 
well worth it.

➡ Learning curve is relatively steep. I highly recommend Joseph Michael’s “Learn 
Scrivener Fast” training program, kristenrecommends.com/learnscrivener. He has 
given me a permanent $100 discount at the Ninja level which is amazing training. 
But, this is another investment so if you are starting out and don’t have the money 
to invest in these tools and training, start off with one of the other simpler options,
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Outline Your Book 

An outline is basically a road map for your book. Some authors work without an 
outline, just sitting down and writing. The outline isn’t vital and truth be told, I don’t 
actually use them. A brainstorm, however, is essential. Some kind of mind map with 
major topics (which is fundamentally a form of simple outline) is necessary as a 
roadmap. But for many authors, at least a basic outline is necessary to keep their 
book on track and to help them to create a rational flow for the content. Working 
without an outline is certainly possible and even easier for some authors, but it is 
much easier to see where you are going if you have some kind of road map in front of 
you. 

Here is how you create one, step-by-step:

Non-Fiction

1. Start with the brainstorm. The computer interacts with the mind in a left-brain, very 
linear way. This is not the best way to brainstorm. The right brain creative mind 
needs something different, a tactile experience to help you problem solve and 
retain information better. So, it is best to brainstorm using tools such as:
๏ Whiteboard
๏ Paper
๏ Sticky notes (on a whiteboard is ideal)

2. Re-arrange the topics and look at the flow to see if it makes sense to you. Sticky 
notes make this much easier

3. Use Scrivener, Word, Pages and even PowerPoint to get your topics down into an 
outline. 

Remember the order of your outline CAN and often does change. As you add more 
information, things may make more sense moved to a different chapter or you may 
find you have referenced the same topic in two different places, etc. This is normal 
and it is the process that will make for a better book. 

This is when Scrivener is a superior writing program because you can drag and drop 
your chapters from one location to another. For example, say you have decided that 
Chapter 2 is better as Chapter 12. Rather than selecting the content in Chapter 2, 
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cutting it, scrolling all the way to the end of Chapter 11 and pasting—and then having 
to change the Chapter numbers from 2-11 because deleting chapter 2 moved all the 
other chapters up in the order—with Scrivener, all you have to do is drag the file for 
Chapter 2 down and drop it in after Chapter 11.

When it comes to writing from your outline, start ANYWHERE. There is no rule that 
you have to start with Chapter 1 and then go to Chapter 2 and so on. Start writing 
wherever you want. If you get stalled on a chapter or aren’t enjoying the content you 
are writing, skip it and work on a different chapter. Come back to it with fresh eyes and 
inspiration.

And, just because it is in your outline doesn’t mean you have to keep it! Feel free to 
trash or omit entire chapters and add new ones as you generate more ideas. As you 
write, you are going to have more idea storms, and it is fine to use that information to 
change things. If you end up writing 30 chapters, you may want to break that down 
into three books. There is no reason why you can’t do it. 

Fiction

1. Start with the brainstorm of characters, plot ideas, etc.
๏ Whiteboard
๏ Paper
๏ Sticky notes (great for plot ideas)

2. Draw out your plot timeline. This can be multiple sheets of paper taped into an 
accordion format that you can put into your Vision Binder. Use sticky notes on this 
timeline so it is easy to move the notes around on the timeline when you want to 
change the order of events. This will give you a physical, visual representation of 
what your story’s timeline looks like.

3. Use Scrivener, Word, or Pages and start writing.

When it comes to fiction, outlines are not essential but plot timelines ARE. You have to 
keep track of your big events, what happens when in your overall story, or you will mix 
things up and confuse the reader. There will also be readers who search for timeline 
errors or impossibilities and will expose them in negative reviews because it is a sign 
of an unskilled fiction author.
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The order can but does not often change in creating works of fiction. It can change if 
you have events close to each other and want to switch them; but most of the time in 
an overall plot line and structure, the story order is not going to change. You will 
always have a beginning, middle, a climax and the resolution.

Scrivener is absolutely superior for writing fiction. The software lets you keep a digital 
file of research, reference material, images, etc. Having everything at a glance digitally 
is superior to a word processing program where you will get a mess. If you are writing 
novels, you should strongly consider using Scrivener.

For fiction, start writing where your heart tells you to start. In time, you will probably 
start writing at the beginning because you are telling a story and it makes sense to 
start at the beginning, but it isn’t necessary.

Don’t hesitate to kill off your favorite characters—in a creative way or otherwise—if it 
works best for your story. But, don’t forget, this can alter your story forever. Some 
people fall in love with these characters and when you kill them, it changes their 
feelings about the story as a whole. Some just stop reading it. Oh well…

Table of Contents 

What about creating a table of contents? it all depends on your book style. Some 
books—like fiction, kids’ books, coffee table books, etc.—have no Table of Contents 
and don’t need one. In cases where fiction books use a TOC, it is a simple one.

Other books—like non-fiction and anthology books of poetry, short story, etc.—need a 
Table of Contents. Due to the very nature of the books, anthologies should include 
both titles and author names in the TOC.

Some non-fiction TOCs are simple while others can be rather complex. For example, 
in the sample below left, you can see a very simple TOC with an opening letter from 
the author to reader, something like a preface or introduction. Then, only the eight 
chapter titles and start pages are very simply laid out. The image below right is the 
TOC from one of my Author’s Quick Books. It has a short bio at the beginning (i.e. 
“Who is this Chick?”), an Introduction, and an Opt-in (because in my Kindle in 30 
Challenge I teach how to list build with your Kindle books). I then divide it into parts 
with the different chapter titles and start pages with the “About the Author” at the end. 
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And above are examples of something more complex for non-fiction (only). On the left, 
you see they incorrectly titled Chapter 1, an Introduction. This Introduction should 
have been titled as such and then Chapter 1 would have started with “Not Just for 
Farmers and Ranchers.” Note under Chapter 3 where it shows, Section 1, Section 2 
and Section 3. They divided this chapter into sections to break out the information 
people would be looking for. That can be important for you to do depending on what 
you are writing about. If you know your audience frequently asks questions about 
something particular, you might want to show those particular things broken out like 
this.

In the example above right, every section is broken down further into sub-sections. 
What I want you to notice is the very cool design. This only works in print, not Kindle 
format (because it would all have to be an image and thus non-clickable links 
defeating the purpose of a TOC), but it is an interesting way to “spice up” the TOC in 
print. Just remember you can’t do something creative with images in the background 
of your TOC in a Kindle version and will have to remove it before uploading.

Generally, if you see a TOC in fiction, it is due to the fact that there are multiple stories 
in the book. For example, in the image below left, there are different stories 
designated with the name of the story and the author name. On the right, there are 
multiple series of short stories, each with different books in the series. 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How Long? 

A favorite question from authors is “How long should my book be?” The length of your 
books depend on who your audience is. Are you writing for busy moms, busy kids, 
pre-schoolers, entrepreneurs/business owners, seekers (self-help, spiritual growth), 
the chronically ill, hobbyists, potential clients/customers, students, or people with long 
commutes? 

Let me tell you something about people who commute…when I went to London, every 
time I rode the Tube, 100% of the people who were reading a book—100%—were 
reading on a Kindle or on a Kindle app on their phone or other device. Let that sink in. 
I saw one person with a paperback book the entire time I was in London and it wasn’t 
during a commute! In fact, the only other thing I saw any people reading on paper 
were the daily newspapers (aka broadsheets). People who are reading during a 
commute typically read novels and they like to read on a device because they don’t 
want to carry books around all day. 

Length also depends on what you are writing. 

Non-Fiction

Reference books or Business “Quick Guide” style series: 8k to 20k words. You 
could combine an entire Kindle series into one big print book. I recommend it. I am 
taking each of my Author’s Quick Guide books and turning them into print books with 
the corresponding Kindle books rather than bundling into one big print book. Why? 
With only a couple of exceptions all of those books are being turned into courses, and 
I am using those Kindle books to promote and sell the courses that correspond with 
the books. I want them all to be separate because I don’t want to advertise 14-16 
courses all in one print book. This also gives me the opportunity to go on and add 
more books and courses into the series as I get ideas, something I already have. 

Self-help, mental and spiritual growth: 20K+ words. You can also create a series of 
longer books on Kindle and in print

Memoir, creative non-fiction: As long as it takes to tell your story without rambling 
and going off on too many tangents! Editors are invaluable when it comes to memoirs
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Biography: 20k+ words; you can also create a series of longer books on Kindle and in 
print. These are great, especially for kids and the right subject matter can let you tap 
into a good supplemental educational market.

Coffee table books: 100+ pages for color books

Tech books: 20k-30k+ words; Kindle AND print, in a series

Cookbooks (with pictures): 30+ recipes for Kindle; 50+ recipes for print (to have 
enough pages to warrant the price of printing a full color book).

Crafts/Hobbies how-to (with pictures): 30+ crafts for Kindle AND Print

Coloring books and journals: 50-100 pages with a minimum of 20 coloring images 
and a minimum of 40 journaling pages. If you are doing a coloring journal, a minimum 
of 60 pages. My coloring journals are between 140 and 160 pages.

Educational books: This depends on the age! For pre-schoolers, you want very short 
books such as “board books” that are 10 pages; for kids’ picture books, 32 pages; for 
middle-grade chapter books, 20k-30k words or around 100 pages.

Fiction 

Novels: 200-300 pages for both Kindle and print, or short novellas released on Kindle 
and then combined into print books. A lot of well-known authors are going to this latter 
structure of releasing novellas on Kindle and then combining them into a larger print 
book.

Short-story collections: 10-40 stories depending on the length of each story. An 
anthology of books submitted by multiple people can have submission requirements 
limiting the number of words.

Poetry: 50-100 poems. NOTE: What helps poetry flow and read is where the words 
appear on the page. You cannot control that AT ALL with Kindle so Kindle formatting is 
a problem with poetry. There is no possible way to make poems read well on a Kindle. 
Print is always better for poetry because you can have fun and design some beautiful 
poetry books. 

Kids’ books: Depends on the age. For pre-schoolers, 10 pages; for picture books, 32 
pages; for chapter books, 20k-30k words or around 100 pages.
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These word and page counts are a suggestion. The only reason I gave you these 
guidelines is because everyone always asks for them. Frankly, pages are arbitrary! 
Kindle doesn’t even care about pages, ONLY word count, because pages don’t exist 
on Kindle. 

The page count and number of words in your book really don’t matter except that 
there is a minimum of 2500 words in Kindle unless it is a kids’ picture book. It all 
comes down to saying what you need to say! Say what you need to say, use an editor 
to take out all the stuff you don’t really need and then count up the words.

Engaged to Editing 

You will do yourself a big favor and make your book a much better product, if you hire 
a professional editor to review it. When your book is not properly edited, you say to 
those who know the difference that you are “too cheap to hire an editor.” That said, if 
you are going to edit your own book, there are some secrets you need to remember:

➡ Don’t edit your book immediately after writing. You just finished writing it and are 
too close to it. You will find mistakes and be too hard on yourself. Let it rest. 

➡ Don’t edit your book WHILE writing! This is the reason most of you, if you’ve been 
writing a book, haven’t finished it—because you keep editing what you just wrote. 
This ruins your groove! Turn off Spell-check and set a timer for up to 30 minutes to 
force you to meet a goal. A timer is like a deadline. If you can get a wind-up timer 
that makes a ticking sound, that sound constantly pushes your mind to think time is 
running out. It forces you to focus, hone in and get into the groove to write. When 
the timer is done, you are done. If you have to finish a thought or string of thoughts, 
finish them, but then get up, move around, take a short break. Then go back, set 
the timer again and start writing. I try to do 15 or 20 minute increments at a time, 
but up to 30 minutes is fine. Sometimes when you get into a groove, you can be at 
your desk for hours without a break, water, food, etc. That is a bad idea. Work in 
shorter blocks of time and it will help you to create a better product. 

➡ Visit your completed manuscript in a couple days. You will either find it isn’t as bad 
as you thought, or you will find yourself wondering what you were thinking on the 
day you wrote those pages. It could go either way. Letting it rest will help you to be 
more objective and less critical.
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➡ Don’t think you know everything, even if you’re an editor. You’re too close to your 
own work! If you are an editor, you should already know this and know you 
shouldn’t be editing your own work.

When editing, there are some common errors that scream “self-published.” Even if 
you are going to use a professional editor, you really want to catch these first. If you 
are writing books and continue to make grammatical errors over and over again, 
people will judge you. I’ve had someone tell me in a public forum—as a comment on 
my blog post— that they could never buy one of my trainings or learn from me 
because I spelled one word wrong on my entire blog and they claim to have read 
10-12 blog posts where that word was wrong in each. I knew I spelled it right, but it 
turns out, spell-check changed it. Be careful. Auto-correct can be hazardous.

Even when you are using Facebook, you need to make sure your grammar and 
spelling are good or you are eventually going to be judged negatively as an author. 
The basics of grade school grammar are a minimal expectation for someone writing a 
book! Whatever you do, learn the correct spelling and pronunciation, correct these 
common mistakes in your mind right now, and make sure they are not in your books:

๏ Compliment (to pay someone a compliment) vs. complement (enhances, 
supplements, etc. as in: Your shoes really complement your dress.

๏ Its (possessive as in Its blue color shone brightly) vs. It’s (a contraction meaning “it 
is” as in It’s a beautiful day for a walk.) If you can say “It is” in your sentence, it is 
the latter, it’s.

๏ Loose (means your pants are falling down) vs. lose (is to lose something as in 
don’t lose your pants)

๏ Then (a sense of time) vs. than (a comparison between two things)

๏ There (place, as in over there) vs. they’re (a contraction for “they are” as in They’re 
going with us.) vs. their (possessive as in their blue car)

๏ Your (possessive) vs. you’re (contraction meaning “you are”) is so commonly 
missed. Don’t do it.

๏ “Literally” is so overused. It should be taken to mean literal or in a literal sense. If 
you actually did that thing or it actually happened to you in real life, it is 
appropriate. It has, in recent years, become common to use the word deliberately 
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in nonliteral contexts for added effect as in they literally drove me insane. Don’t use 
it just for emphasis! 

๏ Me (a pronoun used by a speaker to refer to himself, as in come hang out with 
me), myself (a pronoun used by a speaker to refer to himself when he is the 
subject of the sentence, as in I wrote the book myself) and I (a first person singular 
pronoun used by a speaker to refer to himself as in I love to edit my own work.) 

When using me or I with another person’s name, e.g. “Kristen and I” vs. “Kristen 
and me” use this simple trick to know which is correct: remove the other person’s 
name and see if the sentence sounds right. For example, which of these is correct: 
“Kristen and I went to the park” or “Kristen and me went to the park.”? If you 
remove Kristen’s name, you would [hopefully] never say “Me went to the park.” You 
would say “I went to the park,” thus, the correct sentence is “Kristen and I went to 
the park.” [Note: transcriptionist added.]

There is no such word as “I’s” a horrific contraction of the improper noun/verb 
combination of “I is” but which people all over the internet use to denote a 
possessive form of I as in his and I’s dog. No. Such. Word. The same trick works 
for this as well. The correct possessive word for the speaker is “my.” [Note: 
transcriptionist added.]

๏ Principal (means a person as in The Principal of our school) vs. principle (a 
standard, behavior or fundamental truth as in It was a matter of principle.)

๏ Choose (to select something) vs. chose (to have already selected something, i.e. 
past tense)

๏ To (preposition expressing motion, location, etc. as in I am going to the bookstore. 
vs. two (the number 2) vs. too (meaning also) as in I am going to the bookstore, 
too.

๏ Capitalization is used for proper nouns, titles, names, etc. Don’t capitalize every 
word.

๏ Serial (a.k.a. Harvard or Oxford) commas are commas before the word “and” in a 
list (as in red, white, and blue) They are used in print and Kindle books for a 
reason. They are not used in articles for a reason. Books have a lot more words in 
them than articles. People tend to read more in one sitting. Commas give your 
readers a chance to breathe, to take a break. You need to give your readers more 
breaths in your book. When writing an article, you don’t. Articles have less space 
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and every character counts, so if you use more commas, you have to cut out words 
to fit within the allotted space.

๏ Apostrophes mean something! Don’t just throw them around willy nilly. They are 
either replacing something as in It’s (replacing the i in “It is”) or they are indicating 
possessive as in the kids’ books or books owned/possessed by the kids. 

๏ Quotation marks: people put quotation marks around everything these days. 
Marketers put them around headlines just for emphasis and to draw attention to 
them. If you are writing fiction, quotations are reserved for dialog. If you are writing 
non-fiction, quotations are reserved for phrases you are quoting or to indicate a 
word is slang, or to indicate a word or phrase is being discussed rather than being 
used within the sentence. Another word of caution: when you are using quotation 
marks to quote dialogue in fiction, punctuation ALWAYS goes inside the quotation 
marks. For example, “Holy cow. That’s amazing!” This is a common mistake in 
fiction writing.

๏ Parentheses are over-used. Be careful how much you use them, especially in non-
fiction

๏ — (em dash means longer pause than comma to indicate an aside or something 
important is coming) vs. – (en dash replacing the word “to” as in a range of pages, 
1–4) vs. ‒ (hyphen for hyphenated words, joining two words together or separating 
words in line breaks)

Self-editing Steps 

When it comes to editing your book, prepare yourself. You are probably going to need 
to make several passes.

➡ Start by reading silently, top to bottom. Edit as you go.

➡ Re-read aloud to yourself in the next day or so. If you stumble, that is something 
that needs change so stop and make changes.

➡ Re-read aloud again in a couple of days but this time read to someone else if 
possible. Make changes where you stumble or where your listener suggests that 
you clarify.

➡ AFTER you’ve self-edited, consider hiring a professional. Here are some resources 
you can use:
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๏ edit911.com is an awesome professional editing website

๏ upwork.com is the former E-lance and O-desk merged. There are a lot of 
different freelancers who can bid when you put out your budget and project 
details. It is a pretty reputable company.

๏ A local college/university/high school is a great potential resource. There are 
English teachers who will edit and some grad students may be willing to do it at 
low or no cost so they can put it on their resumes.

๏ A fellow student in your course Facebook group. There are journalism majors 
and editors in this course and they can help you.

Print vs. Kindle 

Kindle books…

๏ Are digital ONLY. You cannot log onto Kindle and send it to your printer to be 
printed out. Technology doesn’t permit it, at least not yet.

๏ Are not just available on Kindle devices! They are read on any tablet, phone, 
computer, etc. using the Kindle Reader app. You will not believe how many people 
are going to come to you and ask if they can read the book on their computer or 
phone. Amazon brilliantly created a reader for every device. It doesn’t matter what 
it is, a Kindle book can be read on it. You are responsible for educating your 
customers about that.

๏ Don’t have set “pages.”

๏ Go by word count, not page count.

๏ Have customizable font sizes for each reader. If you are reading a book on a 
Kindle, you can change the font size you see right on the screen so that the 
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experience is good for you. This means you cannot use any fancy or specialty 
fonts on a Kindle.

๏ Read linear, i.e. top of the Kindle device to bottom. You cannot have sidebars like 
you often have in non-fiction print books. Text flowing around call-outs doesn’t 
work.

๏ Dictate appearance based on the device. Devices like the Kindle Fire show color 
while others only show black and white. Keep in mind that depending on the device 
a reader has, he may or may not see colored images or text.

๏ Can use color, photos, and graphics inexpensively. I highly recommend it. I love 
using images in my Kindle books. It increases the page count, is a great way to 
show examples and drive a point home, and it is a great pattern interrupt when 
they are reading.

๏ Let you embed hyperlinks. If you want to put a resource in there, one that is on a 
website, you can embed that website hyperlink so that when they tap or click it, it 
will open a browser that goes to the web site.

๏ Start at TOC! Front matter appearing before the TOC is missed. Having your 
Introduction after the TOC is essential. Otherwise, people will miss it. The 
programming is designed to open the book at that point. If you want your 
Frontmatter to be seen, you need to put it after the TOC in your Kindle book; but I 
don’t recommend breaking the norm in that fashion. The reason Kindle does this is 
because people want to get right to the meat of the book without having to look 
through all the Frontmatter.

๏ Have no spine.

๏ Have no back cover.

๏ Have screen-read only for front cover. It is never printed.

๏ Rarely include an Index. Hyperlinking in an Index is a nightmare!

๏ Must be formatted (by you) to be read on-screen and interpreted by a Kindle 
reader. You need to know there is an extra step in there to make it readable.

๏ Uses a proprietary format, .mobi, for Kindle devices. ePub (the International Digital 
Publishing Forum standard for digital documents) is not the same though it works 
in a nearly identical way. This format is used for publications on non-Kindle devices 
like iPad or Nook, so you have to create a separate ePub formatted version for 
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those devices unless they have a Kindle app and can read .mobi format. Seventy 
percent of readers of e-books purchase from the Kindle store on Amazon.

Kindle legalities

Some books VIOLATE Kindle’s Terms of Service and Amazon spells it out very clearly. 
If you try to put any of those on Kindle, you will run the risk of permanently losing your 
Amazon account. Those books that are not permitted on Kindle are:

๏ Coloring and Puzzle books: there are people teaching that you can create a 
coloring book for a Kindle with a download to a .pdf for the coloring pages. Kindle’s 
Terms of Service specifically state that if you need any other device or any other 
resource or any other material in order to do or implement what is in that Kindle 
book, it is a violation of their TOS. Having to have a printer or paper to print 
something out is a violation. 

๏ Journals

๏ Pattern Books

๏ Public Domain content

๏ PLR or Private Label Rights content

๏ Offensive content including pornography 

Amazon wants people to have an all-inclusive experience on their device. That is 
interesting given the fact that print books have taken off in the past two years. At that 
time, Kindle books were out-selling print books because of high fiction sales in Kindle, 
but in that time, print books, including fiction titles, have caught up with Kindle books. I 
believe the popularity of coloring books and journals has re-introduced to people the 
tactile experience of reading and engaging with books. Today, fiction is only slightly 
less in print sales than in Kindle sales; and regular non-fiction sales are 50-50 with 
Kindle. People very often buy the non-fiction books that are available in Kindle format 
in both print and Kindle. 

Amazon let’s you link your Kindle and print books together through the Kindle 
Matchbook Program. If you use Kindle Direct Publishing and already have your book 
in print format, check the box and they will combine it together with a one-click upsell. 
When someone goes to buy your print book, they automatically get a message that 
says something like ”The Kindle version of this book is normally $9.99 but you can get 
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it right now for only $2.99 if you add it to your purchase today.” Most of the time, 
people select this option.

Print Books…

๏ Are printed on paper. You are not going to believe how many people ask you 
whether your book is available in print and whether that means it is printed on 
paper. Be forewarned.

๏ Have set pages with set spacing on each page. You cannot move the words 
around, change the font, etc.

๏ Can include “fancy formatting” like sidebars, footnotes, inset graphics, etc.

๏ Have a price determined by page count, size, type of paper and ink.

๏ Start at Half-Title or Praise For page.

๏ Cannot embed links. You must spell them out. Avoid using “http://www.” in your 
links. It looks amateurish. It isn’t necessary because you cannot click it anyway. 
Know that some editors hate when you capitalize letters in your link text, e.g. 
TheBookNinja.com but it is easier to read and you want your readers to be able to 
easily see and type in the link on their computers. You want the reader to visit your 
resources so make it easier for them.

๏ Include spine and back cover.

๏ Must meet printer specifications. There must be specific things within your 
uploaded .pdf file to be accepted by the printer.

PDF e-books…

I want to cover these because I have gotten a lot of questions about them over the 
past several months. These are not on Kindle. They are not ePub. They are not 
available on any kind of distribution platform. They are a .pdf file of an e-book that you 
would actually have for sale in the .pdf format for download on a website somewhere.

These are really good for lead-generation to get people on your email list, but that is 
about it. You don’t want to have the same book available on Kindle for sale that you 
are giving away or in .pdf format for lead generation! If for no other reason, this is a 
violation of Kindle’s Terms of Service.
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They are exactly like Kindle in terms of cover, spine, back cover, graphics, etc. 
EXCEPT:

๏ You must have Adobe Acrobat Reader to read these. This software is free and is 
available for any device.

๏ They have set pages like print books. You cannot customize the font size per 
device/reader.

๏ They can be printable for someone to download and print on their own printer. An 
example is the summary transcripts for this course. You can print them, three-hole 
punch them, put them in a binder, refer to them, write on the pages, etc. I don’t 
recommend it for books. What is to prevent people from printing and passing out 
multiple copies? For example, say a book club has elected to read your book. 
Instead of each member going out and purchasing a copy of your book, one 
person could download the .pdf file, print out 10 copies and pass them out to other 
book club members. If you sell your book for $10 each, that is $120 you don’t 
receive! There are ways to protect this using professional Adobe Acrobat software, 
but you are most secure when you simply don’t make a book available in this 
format if your goal is to sell your book.

๏ They go by page count like print books, not by word count.

I recommend you CONSUME Kindle books in your genre so you know what readers 
are getting. Note the differences between Kindle and print. AND, if you are going to 
create Kindle versions of your books, you are going to need a Kindle device so you 
can see what the book is going to look like on the device. The Kindle Previewer is 
okay for testing how the book looks different on different devices, but nothing 
compares to seeing it on the actual Kindle device. I recommend getting a Kindle Fire 
so you can see color and hyperlinks.

Pen Name Pitfalls 

I’ve taught a full course on pen names so this is just going to be an overview. 

Do you really NEED a pen name? Most authors like the idea of a pen name. It sounds 
good that you can make up whatever name you want and be someone else for a 
while. But, I want you to ask yourself WHY you want a pen name. 
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Most of the time when someone wants to write under a pen name, it is because they 
want to protect themselves from something legal. A pen name won’t protect you from 
legal issues you are running from. The way copyright works, you will always be able to 
be found. If you register your copyright for your book, you still have to register under 
your real, legal name.

Using a pen name can also create a lot of work for you. The amount of work to market 
the book is significantly more. You have to be someone else and it is harder to do. 
Besides, people will find out it is really YOU behind the curtain. If you want to attend 
live events related to your topic in your area, you can print up business cards with 
your pen name and people will still find you somewhere else. If you really stick to the 
pen name, you may also find someone calls out to you using that name and you don’t 
respond because it isn’t really your name. This happened to me and finally, I just had 
cards printed with my pen name on one side and my real name on the other. Before 
you choose to use a pen name, think it through and make sure you do it for a GOOD 
reason. If you want to learn more, check out my extensive training Authorpreneur 
Mastery: Power-Packed Pen Names which covers this topic in depth. Find it at 
TheBookNinja.com/penname and use promo code: spnpen to get a significant 
discount for the course.
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Module 1, Session 3 Homework:  

✓ Decide what you want where in your book’s overall organizational structure. You 
don’t have to have everything so decide what you want.

✓ Choose what software you will use to write. If you aren’t sure, download the trials 
and test them out.

✓ Outline/plot sequence your book. At least mind-map the ideas into some kind of 
structure so you have a road map of where you are going.

✓ Determine the target length of your book/story. If you don’t have some kind of idea 
of a length before you start writing, you will just keep writing until you end up with 
300 or 500 pages down the road. Having a target length will help you to stay 
focused on task and not ramble too much.

✓ Practice self-editing on something you have already done. The older it is the better. 
Look for all the mistakes outlined earlier in this session.

✓ Choose whether you want print, Kindle or both. If you are writing a novel, start with 
Kindle. Test it out and use reviews from your audience to make changes and 
improve your story before you go to the effort of creating the book for print. If you 
are doing coloring books or journals, then you have to use print only. If you are 
doing a regular non-fiction how-to or business book, I would do both print and 
Kindle. 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Session Q & A  

Q: Does one of your checklists cover the order in which to put things in your book?
A: I believe there is one for that and you will have the slides you can print out and use as a 

checklist as well. 

Q: I thought About the Author short version, Intro and Freebie came right after the Table of 
Contents in Kindle. Not true? 

A: What I teach in the Kindle Challenge for using a Kindle book for lead generation and 
building your email list, yes. That is correct. I would not put the full version of About the 
Author there. Intro and Freebie should always come after the TOC because of the way 
Kindle works in opening the book. In a print book, however, I would put the Intro after the 
TOC, but I would not put the About the Author or Freebie at the beginning of the book. I 
would put them at the end of the book.

Q: What is the difference between Foreword and Introduction?
A: A Foreword is written by someone else; the Introduction is written by you. 

Q: Where would supporting maps and illustrations go, for example for urban fantasy?
A: I would put those in the Appendices at the end. In some cases, depending on how you 

print the book, maps will go on the inside front and inside back covers. If you have 
supporting illustrations for specific text as you go along, those would go in between 
paragraphs throughout the story. Supporting illustrations for documenting things would go 
in the Appendices at the end.

Q: For a lot of fiction, the Other Books By is in the front of the book. Does it matter where it is 
placed?

A: For fiction, it depends on the author and how well-known he/she is. The front is usually 
done for well-known authors or celebrities. Some publishers will list other books in a series 
in the front, e.g. books in The Nancy Drew Series. I would put mine in the back so I can 
include a teaser for the next book in a series or other books by the author, etc. with 
pictures of book covers and additional information.

Q: If you send people to your Amazon author page do you get a commission? Would it be 
better to send them to your web site with links to your Amazon Associate account.

A: No, you do not get a commission for sending to your Author Central page. You can send 
them to your web site and from there to your books via an Amazon Associate account. I 
usually create an easy domain name that forwards to my Author Central page so when I 
am doing an interview or something, I can say it and the listener can easily get there. Then 
on my web site, when referring to my books or others, I link with my Amazon Associate 
account. Do not put these links in your book.
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Q: Is it okay to use an Epilogue as a teaser to content in the next book in a series?
A: Absolutely. You can use it to tie up a little of the story or as a cliff-hanger.

Q: How about Adobe InDesign?
A: I use it for everything and we will be talking about that in Module 2.

Q: If I write each chapter as a separate document, how do I submit it to Kindle as a single 
book?

A: Only do that for longer books and then before submitting it, you will have to combine 
everything into a single document—unless you use Scrivener to compile.

Q: I’m confused. Isn’t Scrivener only a $40 one time cost? How is it considered “pricey” when 
you have to pay monthly fees for Word?

A: It used to be higher but looking at the website, it looks like it is $45. For some people, that 
is pricey. AppSumo runs discounts on Scrivener from time to time so keep an eye out 
there.

Q: For poems on a Kindle, can it be submitted as images where each poem is a picture like a 
picture book?

A: Yes it can.

Q: How about indexing subjects by chapter only at the back?
A: I would only do that in print format. Any time you link to refer back to something within the 

book, it is a pain in Kindle.

Q: Is it possible to put fixed formats on Kindle?
A: Yes. You just have to do it like a kids’ book. You can use the Kindle Kids’ Book Creator 

software to do that.

Q: Should we only use sites that sell .pdf e-books?
A: I would not use those at all. Not all, but a lot are black hat sites that have stolen people’s 

stuff and are illegally selling it. 

Q: On some books I’ve seen the copyright page at the end of the book.
A: That usually happens on illustrated children’s books. Sometimes, this is because they want 

to show more content in the Look Inside feature so they put more front matter at the end of 
the book.

Q: Will you be sharing how to format and publish a Kindle book?
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A: Yes. 

Q: You mentioned an Editor helps point the book in the right direction. Do the editors at 
Upworks do that kind of thing in addition to grammar correction.

A: Yes, a lot of them do. It depends on what you put in your project description and what you 
are looking for.

Q: When you put links in a Kindle book for checklists that someone can print out to 
accompany the book, do you ask for proof of purchase for them to get those?

A: If it is just a simple checklist or two, I would just put the link in the back of the book. If it is a 
bundle of items that is a bonus and you present it as a bonus, I would give them a coupon 
code inside the book and then require them to give their email address to get on your list in 
order to receive the bonus. On each checklist page, put your web address and a statement 
like, “Get your own complete copy of the free checklists at” so people can go there, give 
you their email address as a form of payment and download them. 

Q: Are there editors who know and can edit for content organization, character development, 
sentence structure, plots and scenes?

A: Yes. Edit911 and Upworks both have editors who can do that. Any college with a professor 
who teaches creative writing and literature can work on your book as well.
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